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C60/Na4FeO3/Li3V2(PO4)3/soft carbon quaternary
hybrid superstructure for high-performance
battery-supercapacitor hybrid devices
Xudong Zhang1, Xiaolong Xu1, Yuebo Hu1, Guogang Xu2, Wen He 1 and Jiefang Zhu 3

Abstract
To develop battery-supercapacitor hybrid devices with high energy and power densities, we propose a rational design
of a quaternary hybrid superstructure by using a high-energy biotemplate. This new superstructure is composed of
stable fullerene C60 nanocages, electroactive Na4FeO3, high-energy Li3V2(PO4)3 and soft carbon as well as tubular
ordered mesoporous channels. This design takes advantage of the unique properties of each component, resulting in
nanocomposites with synergistic effects to improve the charge transfer and energy storage. We found that this
quaternary hybrid electrode has both high energy and power densities as well as a long cycling life in a Li/Na mixed-
ion electrolyte, outperforming a multitude of other battery-supercapacitor hybrid devices reported thus far. The charge
storage mechanisms of this hybrid superstructure are proposed for optimizing the electrode design.

Introduction
Hybrid energy-storage devices can break the energy

density limitation of traditional electrochemical capaci-
tors and the kinetic limitation of batteries. The attainment
of both a high power density and a high energy density in
one device is highly challenging yet critically important
for many applications1–3. The inherent limitations in
cation chemistry make lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and
sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) unable to meet the growing
demands for electric vehicles and grid-scale energy sto-
rage. Therefore, chemistries beyond the Li ion and Na ion,
such as the merging of battery and supercapacitor che-
mistries, are currently being investigated. In recent years,
hybrid energy-storage devices, such as battery-
supercapacitor hybrid devices (BSHs) based on a battery
electrode and a supercapacitor electrode, have received
significant attention4–6. The nanostructured hybrid

electrodes enable the integration of the high energy from
batteries with a high power and the long lifetime from
supercapacitors. The hybrid electrodes can display dif-
ferent charge storage properties, such as capacitive,
pseudocapacitive and battery-like behavior, depending on
the charge storage guest ion, electrode design, and elec-
trode material selection, structure, morphology, and par-
ticle size7. The hybrid electrode combines several
electroactive materials (such as pseudocapacitive metal
oxides, conductive additives, and conducting polymers) in
a single electrode. In addition, the integration of hybrid
materials takes advantage of the synergy of different
components, significantly improving the electrochemical
performance8–13. However, a good understanding of the
surface chemical interactions between the components
and of synergistic effects to enhance the charge transfer
and storage is extremely important and currently lacking
for hybrid materials.
The selection of appropriate electrode materials and the

design of unique hybrid electrodes are key factors in
enhancing the electrochemical performance of BSHs.
Various binary and ternary hybrid electrodes, such as
V2O5 nanowire/CNT hybrids14, MnO2/Au (shell/core)
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nanowires15, MoO3/TiO2
16, V2O5/polypyrrole

17, MnO2/gra-
phene/PEDOT-PSS18, and MnO2/graphene/PANI

19, have
been investigated. However, these hybrid electrodes working
in organic electrolytes showed poor charge–discharge
reversibility and low specific energy at high rates.
Recently, studies found that hybrid electrodes with
higher specific capacities, excellent electronic and ionic
conductivity, and pseudocapacitive behavior could break
the energy density limitation of traditional electro-
chemical capacitors and the kinetic limitation of bat-
teries2. However, the charge storage mechanisms in
hybrid structures have drawn much less attention. In
addition, quaternary hybrid superstructures that can
undergo reversible mixed-ion intercalation are very
rare20–23. Recently, it was shown that metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs) with unique porous structures, very
large pore volumes, ultrahigh specific surface areas and
tunable pore sizes can accommodate large guest mole-
cules24–29. Most importantly, they can not only absorb
and interact with large guest molecules on the outer and
inner surfaces of their continuously interconnected
macroporous structures but also exhibit fascinating
nanoconfinement effects in their mesochannels30–33. In
addition, the porous framework also tolerates the
expansion and strain relaxation during reversible elec-
trochemical energy-storage processes; particularly,
ordered mesoporous channels may shorten the transport
path of electrons and ions and drastically increase the
number of active sites with high accessibility34–37.
Therefore, the assembly of hybrid materials into an
ordered mesoporous framework is an elaborate strategy
for the fabrication of high-performance BSHs.
In solid-state physics, a superstructure is an additional

structure superimposed on a given crystalline structure.
A typical and important example is the nanoparticle
superstructure. The integration and organized assembly
of different nanoparticle blocks generate nanoparticle
superstructures with different physicochemical properties
due to the synergistic effect of different nanoparticles38.
These nanoparticle superstructures have received
increasing attention as promising electrode materials in
energy-storage devices because of their distinct mechan-
ical, electronic, and electrochemical properties that derive
from the size, shape, composition, and 3D assembly of
their component nanoparticle blocks39–43. Recently,
Zhang et al.44 designed and fabricated 3D advanced
MXene/Si-based superstructures for boosting lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs). This superstructure anode delivers a
stable capacity of 390 mAh g–1 with 99.9% coulombic
efficiency and 76.4% capacity retention after 1000 cycles at
10 C. Zuo et al.45 synthesized a high-capacity O2-type Li-
rich cathode material with a single-layer Li2MnO3

superstructure. This superstructure cathode for lithium-
ion batteries can deliver an extraordinary reversible

capacity of 400mAh g−1 (energy density of 1360Wh
kg−1). The results show that the superstructures will
further the development of high-capacity electrode
materials and high energy density batteries.
A fullerene (C60) nanocage is a zero-dimensional

material with many novel physical and chemical prop-
erties46,47. C60 and inorganic–organic clusters and
nanocrystals can assemble into superstructured mate-
rials with tailorable properties48, which can provide a
highly conductive network for ensuring fast ion trans-
port and an elastic buffer for volume changes49. Ade-
nosine triphosphate disodium (Na2ATP) is a
biomolecule and has an ordered carbon compound
backbone in its structure, and its critical part is tri-
phosphate with high-energy phosphorus bonds. The
results of our work have shown that Na2ATP is also a
multifunctional high-energy biotemplate for the
synthesis of highly active electrode materials50.51. It was
used not only as a carbon source of C60 and a nanos-
tructure template but also as a phosphorus source that
provided many reactive sites and phosphorus bonds for
the synthesis of high-energy nanoparticles. Herein, we
introduce a new design concept in which a quaternary
hybrid superstructured electrode is based on the
reversible insertion/deinsertion of Li+/Na+/PF6

−/
ClO4

− mixed ions. This quaternary hybrid super-
structured electrode not only exhibits improvements in
both the energy and power density performances but
also takes advantage of the synergistic effect of the
ordered mesoporous superstructure and different
nanoparticles. The C60/Na4FeO3 (NFO)/high-energy
Li3V2(PO4)3 (HE-LVP)/soft carbon (SC) hybrid elec-
trode was prepared using (Na2ATP) as sodium, phos-
phorus and carbon sources via freeze drying and heat
treatment. Notably, this C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC qua-
ternary hybrid electrode maintains an ultrahigh energy
density of 405Wh kg−1 (power density of 413W kg−1)
after 300 cycles at 10 C, which is thus far the highest
value among the reported Li-ion and Na-ion BSHs (see
Supplementary Table S1). These improvements mostly
originate from the combinations of different energy-
storage mechanisms in the superstructure.
Several merits of this design are as follows: (1) the C60

nanocages not only possess high conductivity, good Li+/
Na+ storage property and mechanical stability but also
show an extra intercalation pseudocapacitance; (2) NFO
is a good electroactive electrode that provides an extra
redox pseudocapacitance; (3) the high-energy LVP
nanoparticles contribute to the excellent battery-type
electrochemistry via reversible redox reactions, resulting
in high energy density and cyclability; and (4) the tubular
ordered mesoporous channels provide PF6

−/ClO4
−

anion intercalation via adsorption and electrostatic
accumulation of charges on the electrode–electrolyte
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interface, contributing to a high power density, a fast
charge–discharge rate and a long life span. Therefore,
the electrochemical performances of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC were significantly improved via the synergistic effects
of different components and different charge storage
mechanisms.

Experimental procedures
Preparation of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC was prepared using an Na2ATP

high-energy biotemplate, the freeze-drying technique and
the carbon thermal reduction method. The detailed fab-
rication of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC is schematically illu-
strated in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). First, FeCl3
solution was added to Na2ATP solution after incubation
to form NaFe-ATP sediment. Second, NaFe-ATP sedi-
ment after washing and drying was mixed with
(NH4)2HPO4 and NH4VO3 solutions in a molar ratio of
nFe:nV= 1:x (x= 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, 3) and nV:nP= 2:3 for 12 h
to form a NaFeVP-ATP sediment precursor. Third, Na-
FeVPO4-ATP precursors were dried through freeze dry-
ing at –50 °C and dried in an oven at 80 °C. Subsequently,
the dry Na-FeVPO4-ATP mixtures were mixed with
Li2CO3 and glucose in a molar ratio of nLi:nV:nG=
3:2:0.25 for 2 h through a dry ball-milling process. Finally,
the resulting mixtures were annealed at 600/700/800 °C
for 8 h.

Material characterizations
See Supporting Information S3.

Electrode fabrication and testing
The hybrid devices were assembled in the form of CR

2032 coin cells in an argon-filled glove box, where lithium
metal foil was used as the counter and reference elec-
trodes, and polypropylene film was used as a separator.
A Li+ electrolyte and a Na+ electrolyte in a volume ratio
of 1:1 were used as a Li+/Na+ mixed-ion electrolyte. The
Li+ electrolyte consisted of 1M LiPF6 and ethylene
carbonate/dimethyl carbonate/ethylene methyl carbonate
in a volume ratio of 1:1:1 (1M LiPF6/EC/DEC/EMC
electrolyte). The Na+ electrolyte was composed of 1M
NaClO4 and propylene carbonate (1M NaClO4/PC). For
fabrication of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode,
80 wt% active material, 10 wt% acetylene black conducting
agent and 10 wt% poly(vinylidene fluoride) binder were
mixed in N-methyl pyrrolidinone. Then, the mixture
slurry was uniformly spread on an aluminum foil and
dried in air atmosphere at 60 °C for 5 h and in vacuum at
120 °C for 10 h. Electrodes with mass loading of C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC ranging from 0.9 to 1.8 mg cm−2 were pun-
ched in a form 15mm in diameter. Assembly of the hybrid
devices was carried out in an argon-filled glove box. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) measurements were performed on a

Fig. 1 Structural characterization of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample synthesized under the optimal conditions. a XRD pattern of C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC, b FTIR spectra and c Raman spectra of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C samples, d N2 adsorption and desorption isotherm and
e Barrett–Joyner–Halenda pore-size-distribution histogram of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC, f low-angle XRD pattern of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC, and g HRTEM
image of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC, showing the porous structure.
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PARSTAT 2263 electrochemical workstation. The EIS
spectra were recorded for frequencies ranging from
100 kHz to 10MHz. The voltage range of CV measure-
ments was 2.5–4.2 V, and the scan rate was from 0.1 to
4.0 mV s−1. All tests were performed at room
temperature.

Results and discussion
Characterizations of the morphology and structure
To investigate the structure of the synthesized samples,

X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy were per-
formed, as shown in Fig. 1. The diffraction peaks of the
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample in Fig. 1a are indexed to
Li3V2(PO4)3 (LVP) (JCPDS no. 47-0107), Na4FeO3 (NFO)
(JCPDS no. 34-0891), and C60 (JCPDS no. 49-1720). There
is a small broad bump in the low-angle 2θ range from 2 to
25°, corresponding to the (002) plane of soft carbon (SC)
with a low degree of order12. The results calculated using
Jade 5 XRD pattern-processing software show that the
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample synthesized at 700 °C has
smaller primary crystallite size and strain (Table S2). The
primary crystallite sizes of LVP and NFO in C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC are 51.7 and 26.9 nm, respectively. The
strains of LVP and NFO in C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC are
0.16% and 0.13%, respectively. These results indicate that
the crystal structure features of LVP and NFO in the
samples synthesized at different temperatures can be
controlled by adjusting the synthesis temperature.
To characterize the formation of high-energy

Li3V2(PO4)3 and C60 nanocages, the FTIR spectra of the
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C samples are shown in
Fig. 1b. In Fig. 1b, the infrared characteristic absorbing
bands in the range of 400–700 cm−1, 900–1300 cm−1 and
3300–3600 cm−1 correspond to the Fe–O, V–O, PO4, and
O–H bands. The infrared spectral bands of the LVP/C
sample are mainly distributed over two wavenumber
ranges from 460 to 750 cm−1 and 940 to 1280 cm−1. The
dominant bands from 940 to 1280 cm−1 are due to the
internal stretching, internal bending and external oscil-
lation modes of PO4

3−. The bands from 460 to 750 cm−1

correspond to the intramolecular symmetrical stretching
vibrations of the V–O bond in the VO6 unit.
According to Hooke’s law, the wavenumber (σ) of PO4

3−

bands can be calculated using the following equation:

σ ¼ 1303

ffiffiffi

k
μ

s

ð1Þ

where k and μ represent the bond force constant and
atomic reduced mass, respectively. By comparing the
FTIR spectra of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C
samples, three main changes are observed in the FTIR
spectrum of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample. First, all

the PO4
3− bands have shifted to lower wavenumbers

(redshift) relative to those of the LVP/C sample (red
arrow in Fig. 1b), which means that k is reduced, and the
P–O chemical bond length increases. Second, a new band
at 938 cm−1 was formed in the FTIR spectrum of the C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample, which indicates that high-
energy phosphate bonds have been introduced into LVP
(yellow arrow in Fig. 1b). Third, the vibration transmit-
tance of the PO4

3− and V–O bands was weakened in the
FTIR spectrum of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample.
These changes indicate that there are some interactions
between the NFO and high-energy LVP nanoparticles
within the mesoporous carbon network. The sharp and
strong band at 1576 cm−1 is characteristic of pristine C60,
further confirming the existence of molecular C60

52. The
wide and strong band in the range of 2850–3250 cm−1 is
characteristic of SC, which is mutually complementary to
the Raman spectrum in Fig. 1c.
The Raman spectra of both the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC

and LVP/C samples in Fig. 1c reveal two characteristic
peaks located at approximately 1369 and 1576 cm−1 that
are attributed to the D-band (representing the dis-
ordered carbon structure) and G-band (representing the
ordered carbon structure), respectively. The Raman
spectrum of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample is clearly
different from that of the LVP/C sample. The relative
peak intensity ratio (IG/ID) of the G-band and the D-
band can be used to estimate the ordered degree of the
carbon structure. The IG/ID of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC and LVP/C samples are 1.24 and 0.89, respectively,
which indicates that the carbon formed by the pyrolysis
and carbonization of Na2ATP biotemplates in the C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample retains high crystallinity and
ordered degree. The Raman spectrum of the C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC sample has characteristic peaks for pristine
C60, corresponding to the typical Ag (at 545 and
1417 cm−1) and Hg (at 585, 774, 1009, 1069, 1137, 1220,
and 1576 cm−1) vibrational modes. The peak from the
Ag ‘pentagonal pinch’ mode is located at 1417 cm−1,
which is known to be sensitive to the intermolecular
bonding. The wide and strong band at 1360 cm−1 and
the wide band in the range of 2750–2950 cm−1 are
characteristics of SC, which is consistent with the FTIR
spectrum results in Fig. 1b. The Raman spectrum of the
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample has characteristic peaks
for pristine C60 and SC53. The Raman and FTIR spectra
results unequivocally confirm that the carbon is in the
forms of C60 and SC in the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC
sample, which is also validated by the HRTEM images in
Fig. 2b, c. These results show that the C60/NFO/HE-
LVP/SC sample is composed of NFO, LVP, C60 and SC.
The C60 nanocages and SC were formed by the pyrolytic
carbonization of the high-energy biotemplate (Na2ATP)
during the synthesis (Fig. 2d). The carbon content
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measured with an elemental analyzer is 7.48%. To
determine the crystal phase contents of the C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC sample, quantitative analysis was per-
formed with a Shimadzu XRD-700 X-ray diffractometer
(P/N305-20256-01). The analysis results show that the
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample contains 60.83% HE-LVP
nanocrystals and 31.69% NFO nanocrystals.
The morphology and tubular ordered mesoporous

superstructure of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample were
inspected and confirmed by means of high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), low-angle
X-ray diffraction (SAXRD, 2θ range of 1.5–5.0°) and
surface area analysis. The N2 adsorption–desorption iso-
therm of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample (Fig. 1d)
shows a type-IV adsorption isotherm and an H1 hysteresis
loop in the relative pressure (P/P0) range of 0.85–0.95,
suggesting a typical ordered mesoporous feature caused
by simple cylindrical connecting pores54. The
Barrett–Joyner–Halenda pore-size-distribution histogram
in Fig. 1e indicates that the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample
has a hierarchical pore structure, and the pore-size dis-
tribution ranges from 2 to 132 nm. The TEM images in
Figs. 1g, 2a also show that the sample has tubular porous
channels of different sizes, such as 40 and 60 nm. The
SAXRD pattern in Fig. 1f indicates that the sizes of the
highly ordered mesoporous cylindrical channels are

centered around 23 nm, as calculated by the Bragg
equation (see Supplementary Eq. S1).
The TEM images in Figure S1a–c show some layered

particles and a single particle with mesopores (5−50 nm)
(Figure S1c) in the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample. In
Fig. 2b and Figure S1f, the HRTEM images of the C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample show the clear crystal fringes of
NFO and LVP. The lattice fringes with spacings of 0.385
and 0.428 nm are indexed to the (111) facet of NFO and
(002) facet of LVP, respectively. Figure 2c shows the
crystal fringes of C60, which corroborates the XRD
(Fig. 1a) and Raman (Fig. 1c) measurement results. Figure 2b
and Figure S1d also reveal that the SC consists of two
separated backbones (with a spacing of ~0.39 nm between
them), and the two backbones are densely connected via
many streaks. The HRTEM images show that the dia-
meter of the C60 nanocage is ~1−2 nm (Figure S1ef). In
principle, the cross-linked backbones could provide a
stable framework and electron transport channels, while
the porous structure would promote infiltration of the
electrolyte into the SC and accommodate the volume
expansion55,56.

Synthesis mechanism
These results show that the successful formation of the

C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC superstructure with tubular

Fig. 2 TEM characterization and synthesis mechanism of a C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC sample. a TEM image showing tubular mesoporous and
macroporous structures. b, c HRTEM images showing lattice fringes of different nanoparticles, and structure (inset) of the C60 nanocage. d Schematic
diagram of the functions of Na2ATP templates in the synthesis.
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ordered mesopores is due to the self-assembly function of
the Na2ATP high-energy biotemplate and the optimiza-
tion of the freeze-drying parameters. The freeze-drying
(or lyophilization) technique can be used to create a
complex scaffold with a controlled, porous architecture57.
Figure 2d shows a schematic diagram of the role of
Na2ATP in the formation of hierarchical ordered meso-
porous superstructure frameworks. In the synthesis, high-
energy Na2ATP biomolecules self-assemble due to the
hydrophobic effect, resulting in the formation of spherical
micelles with negative charges. When the Fe3+ solution is
added to the Na2ATP micelle solution, the positively
charged iron ions can preferentially combine the high-
energy phosphorous groups with negative charges in the
Na2ATP micelle particles via electrostatic interactions,
leading to the formation of the Na-FePO4-ATP precursor.
In the freeze drying at –50 °C, the hydrophilic ribose units
in the micelles are easily oxidized and dehydrated, and the
frozen water in the micelles directly sublimes to the gas
phase via reduction of the surrounding pressure (28 Pa) to
form an ordered mesoporous superstructure. The
hydrophobic adenine units and hydrophilic ribose units in
the micelles are transformed into a soft carbon coating

and C60 at 700 °C, respectively. In addition, there are high-
energy phosphorus bonds in the Na2ATP micelles, which
can be used as a phosphorus source and a nucleating
agent of Li3V2(PO4)3 during the synthesis. Therefore, the
Na2ATP high-energy biotemplate plays a key role in the
formation of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC. Such a tubular
ordered mesoporous superstructure can not only improve
the transfer kinetics of the electrolyte but also facilitate
anion insertion, providing a short diffusion path for mass
and charge transport. This superstructure was built with
different nanoparticles, such as C60 nanocages, NFO, HE-
LVP, and SC, forming a three-dimensional ordered
mesoporous structure.

Electrochemical characterizations
The electrochemical performances of the BSH assem-

bled with the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode as
the cathode and Li metal as the anode were investigated in
a Li/Na mixed electrolyte over a potential range of
0.01–4.3 V, as shown in Fig. 3. The first discharge capacity
(108.1 mAh g−1) of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid
electrode is higher than that (97.5 mAh g−1) of the LVP/C
electrode at 0.1 C in a potential window of 2.5–4.2 V

Fig. 3 Electrochemical performance of the BSH. a Charge–discharge curves of the BSH assembled with the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode
after different cycles for 1.5–4.3 V at 0.1 C, b charge–discharge cycle results at 0.1 C, c CV curve comparison of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C
electrodes from 2.5–4.3 V (c) and 0.0–1.2 V (d) at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1, e EIS curve comparison of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C electrodes, and
f plots of impedance as a function of the inverse square root of the angular frequency in the Warburg region in (e).
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(Figure S2a). There are four distinct plateaus (3.62/3.53,
3.7/3.64, 3.82/3.73, and 4.1/4.02 V) in the charge/dis-
charge curves of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC, while LVP/C has
only three plateaus (3.65/3.53, 3.78/3.60, and 4.16/3.87 V).
Obviously, NFO in the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid
electrode can reversibly release and uptake sodium ions at
the plateaus of 3.82/3.73 V, which provides an ~14% extra
capacity (Figure S3a). This gain is related to the iron redox
couple of Fe2+/Fe3+. Figure 3a shows the galvanostatic
charge–discharge curves of the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC
hybrid electrode at a current density of 0.1 C over a wide
voltage range (1.5–4.3 V), exhibiting a discharge capacity
of 180 mAh g−1 for two cycles. These results show that Li
and Na ions can be inserted into HE-LVP and NFO,
endowing C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC with a high capacity due
to the multiple redox couples of V3+/V4+ and Fe2+/Fe3+,
which clearly surpasses the theoretical capacity of LVP
(137mAh g−1). The charge/discharge curve (red line)
after two cycles is clearly different from the first
charge–discharge curve, showing a typical profile of anion
intercalation/deintercalation into/from C60/NFO/HE-
LVP/SC6. First, the intersection voltage of the charge and
discharge curves after 2 cycles has been reduced from 3.7
to 3.08 V, and the charge capacity exhibits a 41% increase
(~89 mAh g−1). This may be attributed to the extra charge
storage mechanism. Second, the three small charge vol-
tage plateaus in the low voltage range (1.5–1.95 V) cor-
respond to PF6

−/ClO4
− anion intercalation in the tubular

ordered mesoporous structure (shown in Fig. 5b later).
The different charge storage mechanisms of the C60/

NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode can be proposed
based on the cyclic voltammetry (CV) results through
appropriate experimental design. Figure 3b shows the
difference in the CV curves of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC and
LVP/C in the voltage range of 2.5–4.3 V at a scan rate of
0.1 mV/s. When LVP/C was used as the electrode, it
showed three pairs of redox peaks (3.65/3.53, 3.78/3.60,
and 4.16/3.87 V) similar to pure LVP. This can be ascribed
to the intercalation and deintercalation of Li+ ions into
and from the LVP lattice, accompanied by the electro-
chemical conversion of V3+ to various valence states. The
LVP/C electrode only shows a typical battery-like beha-
vior, so its total charge mainly comes from the diffusion-
controlled process. In the CV curve of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC, the HE-LVP not only exhibits well-separated redox
peaks (3.62/3.53, 3.7/3.64, and 4.1/4.02 V) but also has a
higher current intensity of the peaks than that of LVP/C,
especially in the high voltage range (3.9–4.2 V). The NFO
has one pair of smaller charge/discharge voltage peaks
(3.82/3.73 V) for the redox of Fe2+/Fe3+ vs. Na+/Na. In
particular, when the scan rate is increased, the intensity of
all redox peaks gradually increases (Figure S4d). When the
scan rate is increased to 1.0 mV s−1, the four anodic peaks
merge into the three wide bumps (Figure S6c), and the

anodic peak at 4.1 V has a tendency to disappear with
increasing sweep rate (Figure S6d-f), verifying the transi-
tion from battery-type to pseudocapacitive behavior5. The
pseudocapacitive contribution dominates the total charge
storage at high sweep rates of 1.5–2.5 mV s−1 (Figure S6d-
f)7. This is due to the emergence of extrinsic faradaic
reactions in C60 with high electrical conductivity and
electroactive NFO that replace the diffusion-controlled
lithium ion interactions in HE-LVP7. C60 and NFO mainly
contribute to intercalation pseudocapacitive and redox
pseudocapacitive charge storage, respectively (Figure S7).
Therefore, C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC exhibits fast charge-
transfer kinetics and a superior rate performance by
maximizing the coupling effects of the individual com-
ponents. To obtain further insight into the evolution of
anion extraction/insertion, the CV curves of C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C were measured in the low voltage
range (0–1.2 V) (Fig. 3d). C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC exhibits a
nearly rectangular CV curve without distinct redox peaks,
showing electrochemical behavior similar to that of elec-
tric double layer (EDL) capacitors. This is the character-
istic of a surface-confined charge-transfer process,
verifying that C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC also possesses an
EDL mechanism of surface-controlled processes because
PF6

−/ClO4
− anions can be easily intercalated into the

EDL of the tubular ordered mesopores (Fig. 5b). In con-
trast, the CV curve of LVP/C exhibits a nonrectangular
shape at the same scan rate, indicating reversible faradaic
reactions.
Figure 3e shows EIS curves for comparison of the C60/

NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C electrodes. The charge-
transfer resistance (semicircle diameter, Rct= 127.5Ω) of
the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode is far less than
that (Rct= 491.8Ω) of LVP/C. Figure 3f shows that C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC has a higher ion diffusion coefficient
(D= 8.9 × 10−3 cm2 s−1) than that (D= 6.2 × 10−4 cm2 s−1)
of LVP/C (Table S2). The results indicate that the C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode accelerates the move-
ment of mixed ions and improves the rate performance.
Although the capacity of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC gradually
decreases with increasing current rate (Figure S2b), it still
exhibits a capacity of ~77.3mAh g−1 and an ultrahigh
coulombic efficiency of 100% at a high current rate of 10 C
(Fig. 4a), indicating its ultrafast kinetics. Interestingly, its
capacity gradually increases with cycle number from 50 to
300 cycles at 10 C. The capacity reaches 98.4mAh g−1, and
an ultrahigh capacity retention of 204.2% is obtained.
The energy density values E (Wh kg−1) of the C60/

NFO/HE-LVP/SC and LVP/C electrodes were obtained
by galvanostatic charge–discharge measurements. The
power density values P (W kg−1) of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC and LVP/C were calculated by Supplementary Eq. S2.
Figure S2c shows that both the energy density and power
density of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC are much higher than
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those of LVP/C. The C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid elec-
trode not only exhibits an ultrahigh energy density of
405Wh kg−1 and a high power density of 413W kg−1 but
also delivers superb cycling stability (with an energy
retention of 135%) after 300 cycles at 10.0 C (Fig. 4b). To
the best of our knowledge, such energy density and power
capability even exceed the results for all Li-ion and Na-ion
BSHs reported thus far (Table S1). The results show that
the reversible multielectron reactions (see Supplementary
Eqs. S3–8) of HE-LVP and NFO can achieve a high energy
density. Therefore, C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC realizes high
rate insertion and extraction of mixed ions and
improvement of the rate performance and energy density.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of
quaternary hybrid electrodes with such excellent perfor-
mance in terms of ultrahigh energy density. To prove the
electrode reactions and structural changes, we performed
XRD analysis of electrodes after charge/discharge cycles,
as shown in Fig. 4c. The results indicate that Na+ can
participate in ionic exchange, C60 nanocages transfer
electrons and fixate the electrolyte, and Na+ can be
deposited on the surface of the Li anode (see Supple-
mentary Information S6 for details).
The electrochemical performances of different electro-

des synthesized under different conditions (molar ratio of
V/Fe, heat treatment temperature and drying method)
were evaluated and compared based on charge/discharge
tests using CR 2032 coin cells (Figure S4a–c) and ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure S5). We found that
the optimal molar ratio of V:Fe is 1:1 (Figure S4a), the
optimal heat treatment temperature is 700 °C (Figure S4b)
and the optimal drying method is freeze drying (Figure
S4c). The electrochemical kinetics of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC was investigated by EIS measurements. Figure S4ef
shows that the Rct and D values of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC
change slightly after 10 CV cycles at the scan rates of
0.1–0.5 mV s−1 (Table S3). However, the Rct and D values
are almost unchanged after 10 CV cycles at the high scan
rates of 1.0-4.0 mV s−1, which further confirms that C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC has outstanding reversibility and
cycling stability of mixed-ion extraction/insertion
reactions.
Based on the CV measurements (Figures S4 and S6),

the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode possesses
hybrid energy-storage mechanisms, including Li+/Na+

intercalation pseudocapacitance in C60, Na+ redox
pseudocapacitance in NFO, Li+ diffusion in the crystal
framework of HE-LVP and PF6

−/ClO4
− anion intercala-

tion in the tubular ordered mesoporous structure (Figure
S7). In the tubular ordered mesoporous structure, energy
is stored via adsorption and electrostatic accumulation of
charges on the electrode–electrolyte interface without
any faradaic reactions, leading to a high power density, a
fast charge–discharge rate and a long life span7. In the
case of the battery-type behavior of HE-LVP, energy is
stored via the reversible redox reactions (faradaic reac-
tions) with bulk phase transformation upon charging/
discharging, providing high energy density and cyclabil-
ity. In addition, C60 and NFO are also good electroactive
materials that provide an extra pseudocapacitance, a high
conductivity and mechanical stability. Therefore, the
electrochemical performances of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC
are significantly increased by the synergistic effects of
different components.
Figure 5a shows the crystal structure, the Li+/Na+ ion

exchange occurring between HE-LVP and NFO, and the
transfer diagram of electrons and Li+/Na+/PF6

−/ClO4
−

Fig. 4 Electrochemical performance characterization of C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC. a Rate capacities at different current rates for 320 cycles
and corresponding coulombic efficiencies. b Charge/discharge energy
density of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC for 320 cycles at different current rates.
c XRD patterns of different electrodes after charge/discharge cycles:
a C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC after only charging once at 0.1 C, b the cathode
after 325 cycles at sequentially varied rates, and c the Li anode after
325 cycles at sequentially varied rates.
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mixed ions in C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC. The superior elec-
trochemical performances of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC can
be attributed to the collective and synergetic effects of the
multicomponents, nanostructures and energy-storage
mechanisms. First, different nanoparticles can provide a
high ion storage interface and efficient electron/ion
transport pathways for fast ion intercalation. Second, the
tubular ordered mesopores not only provide a large
electrode/electrolyte interface area but also adsorb PF6

−

and ClO4
− anions from the electrolyte, which allows

ultrafast electrolyte ion uptake into or removal from C60/
NFO/HE-LVP/SC through a short diffusion pathway. C60

nanocages can rapidly transfer electrons since π-bonds
and the nanocage structure are open for electrons.
Figure 5b shows that an electric double layer (EDL) can
form on the inner surface of tubular ordered mesopores in
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC, and its surface curvature is an
important factor in promoting the adsorption of the
anions in the electrolyte. The anions can be bound to
the porous inner Stern layer of the EDL and stabilized by
the positively charged surface of the porous wall via
electrostatic interaction. The outer diffuse layer of the
EDL is composed of mobile anions, and their distribution
depends on the electrostatic interaction. The formation
mechanism of the EDL inside the tubular ordered meso-
pores is proposed as follows: First, there are many posi-
tively charged ionic groups in the network structure of
C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC. Li+ and Na+ in the C60/NFO/HE-
LVP/SC framework enter the inner layer of the EDL,
positively charging the inner layer, which can adsorb and
immobilize PF6

− and ClO4
− anions in the electrolyte to

form the EDL. Second, the negative curvature of the
tubular ordered mesopores can improve the adsorption of
the anions on the inner Stern layer, increase the number

of insertion sites of hybrid ions and enhance the electro-
chemical performance. In the inner layer of the EDL, the
concentration of hybrid ions is higher than that in the bulk,
leading to strong adsorption and high ionic activity. As
stated above, the EDL theory could explain the high
number of insertion sites of hybrid ions inside the tubular
ordered mesopores of C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC. More
importantly, the C60 with the cage-like structure and soft
carbon in C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC also play important roles
in enhancing the electrochemical performance. In the
discharge process, not only do Na+/Li+ ions in the elec-
trolyte intercalate into the different nanoparticles between
1.95 and 4.05 V, which corresponds to the electrochemical
energy-storage mechanisms (faradaic) with phase changes
and redox reactions, but also, PF6

−/ClO4
− anions dein-

tercalate from the diffuse layer of the tubular ordered
mesopores at the low current rates (0.1–5 C) between 1.5
and 1.95 V, which is based on the electrophysical energy-
storage mechanism (non-faradaic) of the EDL7. However,
the PF6

−/ClO4
− anions begin to deintercalate from the

inner Stern layer of the tubular ordered mesopores at a
high current rate of 10 C, which leads to an ultrahigh
capacity retention of 204.2% from 50 to 300 cycles. Due to
the collective and synergetic effects of different nano-
particles, C60 nanocages and tubular ordered mesopores,
the C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC hybrid electrode utilizes hybrid
energy-storage mechanisms, exhibiting an ultrahigh energy
density and excellent rate capability and cycling stability1.

Conclusion
In summary, we have synthesized a quaternary hybrid

superstructured material using a high-energy biotem-
plate as sodium, phosphorus and carbon sources via the
freeze-drying technique and carbon thermal reduction

Fig. 5 Energy-storage mechanism of the quaternary hybrid superstructure. a Crystal structure and transmission diagram of electrons and Li+/
Na+/PF6

−/ClO4
− mixed ions in C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC. b Intercalation and deintercalation mechanism of the mixed ions in C60/NFO/HE-LVP/SC.
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method. This material is composed of highly stable
fullerene C60 nanocages (~2 nm), Na4FeO3 (NFO), high-
energy Li3V2(PO4)3 (HE-LVP), soft carbon (SC) and a
tubular ordered mesoporous structure. The C60 nano-
cages not only possess high conductivity and degree of
crystallinity but also show an extra Li+ intercalation
pseudocapacitance. These different nanoparticles as
building blocks with fully exposed active edges are
oriented in a preferred manner, which benefits the
excellent electrochemical performance. As a quaternary
hybrid electrode material for BSHs, C60/NFO/HE-LVP/
SC exhibits some new electrochemical performances,
such as a capacity self-enhancement performance, an
ultrahigh capacity retention of 204.2% and an ultrahigh
energy density of 405Wh kg−1 (power density of 413W
kg−1) after 300 cycles at 10.0 C, because of the hybrid
energy-storage mechanisms. Furthermore, C60/NFO/
HE-LVP/SC has electrochemically active redox reactions
of Fe2+/Fe3+ and V3+/V4+ and exhibits a coulombic
efficiency of ~100%. We hope that this work can
demonstrate that the energy density can be largely
improved via the design of a unique hybrid super-
structure, which provides new insights for realizing high-
performance BSHs.
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